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Abstract 

of partIal 

In this paper we show that a of order n and index 
,X that has a blocking set S can be embedded in a K" e design of order 
v IOn + + 56 and index A that a set S* such that 

'TY\1n .. r.u""., upon the smallest known embedding for 

A of a G an ordered pair (V, where V the vertex 
of H with the n ... r,nprt"~r set of G and where B is a collection of eUlre-IIllS10l]1l) 

that each of G is in (at most one) one copy of H in B. If G (a 
then we say that (V, of order nand 

B) of G said to be embedded in an (V', B') of 
B'. There have been many papers written on the ..... U.Jl ....... UU..1UI; 

in the case where H [1, 2), but also for ex(~mple 
is a [7, 8] and when H [6]. The most common em.De,aal,ng ",",,,,,,,t1r.n 

asked seems to be: What is the smallest v such that any partial 
of order n and index A can be embedded in an of AKv? Of course, v is a 
function of n, and conceivably also of A. The most famous outstanding in 
this area is to show that if H = and A 1 then v = 2n + 1 (it has been shown 
that if H = K3 and 4 divides A then v = 2n + 1, and this is best possible). 

To date, the smallest known embedding for any partial - e of order 
n and index A in a K4 .- e design of order v 15n + 46 [6], but this is certainly 
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of order n and index that 
of that has a blocking 

so in addition to the 
ImO:f()Ve upon the best known talJ,Ue'UUJlIlji!. e 

for n 16 the remark Theorem 
Let (a, b, c, d) denote the copy of e with 

2 

(P, 0) said to be Ide:ml)ot,ent x for 
0) is called an !;JILU!;U,U'HH/ (f'J~n'll.TI(l1,f1. 0 ) 

if x =I- y then either both or neither x 0 y and y 0 x 
and (4) each x E P occurs as a an odd number of times. 

Theorem 2.1 ([5]) Any partial embedding groupoid of order n can be embedded in 
an idempotent groupoid of order 2n + 1 which is and the main di-
agonal with all not defined in the 
form a partial symmetric idempotent quasigroup. 

Remark The fact that in (2) we form a 
groupoid is in what follows. 

Certainly a stronger result than the following can be 
for our purposes. Let (a; al, ... , am) denote the m-star 
{a, al, ... 1 a=} in which a has degree m. 

partial 

but this will suffice 
on the vertex set 

Lemma 2.1 For aUi 2:: 1 there exists a simple graph G on 21 vertices with at least 

(~) - 3t edges for which there exists a K , ,4-design with the additional property that 

each K I,4 can be split into two copies of K 1,2 so that the resulting KI,2-design of G 
has a blocking set of size l. 
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Proof: We construct such a on the vertex set with U'HJ' ......... JLU'" set 
'lLl {O}. Define the set B of copies of as follows. 

Ifi 4x+1thenB {((i,k);(i+ +1,k),(i+2j+2,k),(i+ +l,k+ 
1), (i + 2j + k + 1)) I ZL, j k there are l in no copy of K 1 ,4 

in B. 
Ife 

l))liE 
k+1), (i+2j +1, k+ 

(i,l),(i l,l)liE 

(i + 2j + 1, k + 
in no copy of K 1 ,4 

In 
It trivial to that each copy of can be into two so 

that each copy of K 1,2 has a vertex in {O} and a vertex in 
Zl {O} set. 

Lemma 2.2 There exists a 
one of size 4. 

design of with a (}£OI';/'t,'HHl set of size 3, and 

Proof: t>lOICklIl£!: sets for the K4 e 

We the main result. 

Theorem A partial order n and index A that has a blocking 
set can be e~bedded of that has a blocking set S* such 
that S and v IOn + 

Remark It may be worth noting that the theorem proves a ,,"urn. IIV O"l.Vi.L:t:;.C;J. 

that v 10n + lOa + 6, where a is at most the smallest even with 
+ Also, the size of the set lSI + 4n + 9a/2 + 3. 

Proof: Let (P, of order n and index with a OJ"'V''''''''-)LU",," 

set S. 
For 1 i ..x, let be the simple graph with vertex set P and with {u, v} 

iff {u, v} occurs in at least i of - e in B. 
Let n) be the number of vertices of odd m Let a be the smallest 

(;) - 2n - 1)/2 2n, so 

2vn + 5). Let A be a set of a 
~ i A let graph with vertex set A containing edges 

as described in Lemma 2.1. In each case, let A' ~ A be a blocking set for the 
''-U'",,.,,:.ll. of (A' is independent of i) . 

..\, arbitrarily gather the 2Xi vertices of odd into Xi and 
to each arbitrarily assign one of the Xi of in the K 1,4 design of 
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.rOf eacn Bucn paIr U1 ana U2 ot oaa aegree vertIces and theIf correspondmg say 
(aj b, c, d, if IS into the two (a; b, c) and (a; d, of in Lemma 
2.1 then let contain the two (UI, a, b, c) and (U21 a, d, e. Let G~ 
be the with vertex set pI P U A formed from the 
in the If u has odd dGi(u) + 

(i) x x x for all x pI, and 

(ii)ifx y,thenxoiY yandyoix xif 
and y 01. X are undefined. 

IS 

be(:aUlse each vertex in 
to embed (PI 1 0i) in a tTT'r""",-\1n 

nr('\npr"t.1P<:! (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.L 
We can define e 

((a, 
defined 

Q let ({oo} U 
(a,O),(a,l), (a, 

2) } blocking 

b, c, d) E B U (U~1 
(b,y), (C,X01Y), (d,x 
the following quasigroups. 

01 0 1 2 3 

0 0 2 3 4 1 
r----

1 4 3 1 2 0 

2 2 1 4 0 3 

3 3 0 2 1 

4 1 4 0 3 2 

to form 

where 

and otherwise 0,: Y 

follows. 

of 

4 3 1 0 2 4 

(iii) For 1 i A, if {a, b} tf. E(GD then ((a,i), (b,j), (aoib,j +1), (aoib,j +3)) 
B* for all j E Z5 (reducing sums modulo 5). 

Then we claim that ({ oo} U (Q X Z5), B*) is a K4 - design of with v = 
a)+ 1)+ 1 ::; 10n+20y'n+56 in which S* {oo }U((SUA') X {O}) U (Q X {I, is 
blocking set. From these observations the result follows, because since 0010 = 0 
00 2 0, from (ii) we have that for each (a, h, c, d) E B, ((a, 0), (h, 0), (c, 0), (d, 0)) E B* 
and S X {O} ~ S*, so the embedding that preserves the blocking set has been 
produced. 
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To see that S* is a blocking consider (ii) and (iii) in the construction. Notice 
that for all x, yother than x 0 y, at least one of x, y, X@lY and X@2Y is in {I, 2} 
and at least one is in {3, 4}, so S* is a set for the of K 4 - e arising 
from these values of X and y in (ii). If x = 0 y then 0 = x 02 y, so 

U A') {OJ S* n (Q {O}) ensures that S* is a for the copies of 
from these values of x and y in (ii). in for each j E Z5, 

at least one of j, j + 1 and j + 3 in 2} and at least one is in {3,4}, so S* is 
for the of e defined in (iii) since Q {I, 2} ~ S* and 

n S* = 0. Therefore S* is a set as claimed. 
that B* defines of consider the {( u, .s ), ( w, t)}. 

- e defined in (i), suppose that u =1= w. For 
{u, w} there is a copy of in B U (U;=l B i ) 

COITes:ponctmg to this copy of e, (a, b, c, d) there 
((a,x),(b,y), (C,X@l (d,x y)) in B*. Since 01) and (Z5,02) 

UU.'''''H'~LVU.IJ,''. it is easy to check that of which of a, b, c and d u and 
l.Uh,J!-'''-,U to be, x and y are determined by and t. So if {u, w} occurs 

the then we have found l of - e in B* 
that contain l of the do not contain w}, 

u 0,; w (Pi, is and so there 
IS no z pI such that U 0i z w from (ii) if such z existed it would be 
u 0i w w). So by (1) of Theorem 2.1 there z E Q such that u 0i z = w 

0i), and by (2) of Theorem 2.1 we have that U 0" Z W Z 0i W. SO, if s = t 
is in the copy ((u, (w, w,.s+ (uoiw,,c;+3)) defined in 

(iii), and =1= t then we can assume that t (mod 5) E {I, and so {u, IS 

in the copy ((u, s), s), (u 0" Z w,s + 1), (u 0i Z W,8 + 3)) defined in (iii). 
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